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CASE BACKGROUND 

Officer Dante Dean, badge #1475, was involved in a squad accident on 

05/04/2014 while responding to an Assault In Progress call. This accident 

occurred at the intersection of 33rd St E and Cedar Ave S at 1147 hours. 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
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CASE INVESTIGATION 

Workforce Director 

According to Workforce Director, Officer Dante Dean was assigned to the 3rd

Precinct 13.43 - Personnel Data on 05/04/2014. He was working a regularly scheduled 

shift from 0615 to 1615 hours on that day. 

VisiNet 

According to VisiNet: 

• Officer Dante Dean was dispatched to an Assault In Progress call 

at 11:41:15 hours on 05/04/2014. 

• Officer Dante Dean was working Squad 330, and he was the first 

and only car assigned to the call. No other car was assigned to the 

call until 12:04:35 hours, which was after Officer Dean's squad 

accident. 

• The CCN was 14-145977. 

• The call came in to MECC at 11:39:03 hours. 

• The location of the call was 2100 Lake St E. 

• Remarks in the call at 11:39:57 hours were "CLR ASLT'D BY SEC 

GUARD. . . NO WEAPS/EMS REF." 

• Additional remarks were added to the call at 11:43:50 hours, stating 

"SEC CALLING NOW AND ADV PARTY WAS TOLD THAT THEY 

WERE GOING TO CHECK HIS BAG..HE GOT UPSE AND REF 

SO SEC ADV HE WOULD BE TRESPASSED AND THEN RP 
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GRABBED HIM." (It was later heard on MVR video that these 

remarks were not aired to Squad 330 until the time that this squad 

accident was occurring.) 

• Officer Dante Dean's involvement with this Assault In Progress call 

were completed at 11:47:30 hours, which is the time of his squad 

accident. 

VisiNet's Unit Activity Log for Squad 330, shows that badge #1475 (Officer Dante 

Dean) logged onto P# 76668 as Squad 330A at 07:16:26 hours on 05/04/2014. 

(It should be noted that P# 76668 is actually a 2014 Ford Explorer displaying the 

squad number 331 on its exterior. Because P# 76668 was signed on as call sign 

330 on the date and time in question, this Police vehicle will be referred to by its 

call sign of 330 for the entirety of this report for simplicity purposes.) The AVL 

data was not recording locations of this squad; however, the locations of calls 

assigned to Squad 330 do show on this report. 

Scott Petersen, an IT technician for BIS, was contacted regarding the lack of AVL 

data on these records. He confirmed that the AVL/GPS was not working on this 

unit during this shift. He also explained that "Sometimes this is due to locations 

or MDC signal or the device need a reboot." 

The AVL/GPS data for P#76668 was researched back prior to Officer Dean's 

shift on 05/04/2014. It was learned that the AVL/GPS had not worked for 
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P#76668 since the end of the Dogwatch shift on 05/03/2014 at 05:41:53 hours. 

The Dogwatch shift on 05/03/2014 at 2000 hours to 05/04/2014 hours at 0600 

hours did not record any AVL/GPS data. 

CAPRS 

CAPRS CCN 14-145985 documented the squad accident. This report was 

written by Officer Eric Shogren. In this report, Officer Dante Dean added a 

statement under supplement #1. In supplement #1, Officer Dean stated that he 

had turned on his red lights, but he did not mention his siren. Officer Dante Dean 

also reported that he had suffered a back injury as a result of the accident. None 

of the five occupants of the Honda Accord that struck Squad 330 reported any 

injuries. 

Officer Shogren also completed a State Accident Report that diagrammed the 

Honda Accord striking Squad 330 at a right angle at the driver's door in the 

intersection of Cedar Ave S and 331d St E. This intersection is controlled by stop 

signs for east and west traffic, but there are no stop signs or semaphores for 

north and south traffic. Squad 330 was northbound on Cedar Ave S passing 33rd 

St E. The striking Honda Accord was eastbound on 331d St. E. crossing Cedar. It 

was also documented in this report that vehicles were legally parked on both 

sides of Cedar Ave S. 
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Officer Shogren had also taken photographs of the accident scene. A disc of 

these photos was requested and obtained from the Crime Lab. These photos 

show that Squad 331 was a fully marked, black and white Minneapolis Police 

Department vehicle, specifically a Ford Explorer SUV. A lightbar is clearly seen 

mounted atop this squad. 

MVR Video 

Video had been recording on Squad 330's MVR system during this response to 

the Assault In Progress call. This video was viewed on-line by logging into the 

L3 MVR system. The video and audio are clear on this recording. 

This video shows that Officer Dante Dean activated his emergency lights at 46th

and Cedar Ave S, and he left them on well after the accident at 331d and Cedar 

Ave. His siren was used intermittently in short bursts as he travelled northbound 
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on Cedar Ave. This video also shows that cars were parked along both sides of 

Cedar Ave around 33rd St E reducing Cedar Ave to one lane in each direction. 

The report by the Accident Review Committee also mentions these parked 

vehicles by saying, "Video shows numerous parked cars on both sides of the 

street obstructing both drivers' views." 

During the moments leading up to the actual impact of the Honda Accord into the 

driver's side of Squad 330, the siren had not been activated for approximately 20 

seconds. The siren does sound at the very last second before impact as Squad 

330 is already veering to the right in an attempt to avoid being struck. Officer 

Dean immediately checks the occupants of the Honda Accord for injuries, but no 

one reports being injured. 

While viewing this video on-line, screen shots of the video for the moments just 

prior to the accident and through the actual impact. These screenshot images 

show the date and time, GPS location with squad speed, and whether the lights 

and/or siren were activated. 

1. The first screenshot is from just prior to impact. Squad 330 was travelling 

at 48 MPH, and the striking Honda Accord can be seen entering the 

intersection from the left of the screen. The squad brakes are also 

indicating as being used. 
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